Elizabethtown Christian Academy
Scope and Sequence by Grade
Kindergarten
Bible Cuniculum: Discipleland: Disciples for Life
Students will move through the Old and New Testament, studying
prominent characters and the examples they set for our Christian
walk in life.
Health Curriculum: Studies Weekly & Other Resources
The scope and sequence for health allows students to examine the body systems and how they
work; how to identify healthy decisions; how to avoid health risks
Language Arts Curriculum: Wilson's Fundations & Other Resources
In grades K-2, explicit phonics and fluency instruction tln·ough FundationsTM is a part of every
reading and writing time.
Segment words in an oral sentence
Segment words into syllables
Segment syllables into sounds (phonemes)
Write manuscript letters in upper and lower case
Writing Workshop- a yearlong writing cuniculum for kindergarten
Being a Writer
Telling My Stories
Writing Books with a Pattern
How-to Books
Persuasive & Opinion Writing
Fiction & Fairy Tale Writing
Math Curriculum: Saxon Math
The scope and sequence for math in K-3 provides an opportunity to examine the mathematical
content and development under nine major topics:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number Sense and Numeration
Measurement
Geometry
Patterns, Algebra, and Functions
Statistics, Data Analysis, and Probability
Problem Solving
Communication
Mathematical Reasoning
Connections

Because mathematical basics are continuously reviewed throughout the entire Saxon program, it
is impossible to describe here the entire scope and sequence of the program. A detailed list is
available on the Saxon website.
Science Curriculum: Studies Weekly, Other Resources, and STEAM lab
The scope and sequence for science provides coverage in three major areas:
Earth-Space Science (science tools, safety, Earth, water, weather, day/night, sun)
Life Science (life, plants, animals, people, being healthy, habitats, technology)
Physical Science (matter, energy, magnets, gravity, models)
Social Studies: Studies Weekly & Other Resources
The scope and sequence for social studies examines information which allows students to
understand the concept of citizenship:

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Location
Rules
Responsibility
Time
History
Where We Live
Timelines
Needs & Wants
Jobs People Do

Good Citizens
Maps & Globes
Cardinal Directions
Holidays
Presidents & Patriots
American Monuments
American Symbols
Rights & Responsibilities
Consumers & Producers

All core skills are supported tln·ough art, physical education, music, Spanish, and technology.
The appreciation ofliterature is supported through visits to the ECA library and the public
library book mobile.

